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Abstract

Our method does not require signal segmentation or
segment identification, it is simpler than identifying and
segmenting S1, systole, S2 and diastole.
Our team is JUST_IT_Academy1, in this competition,
we design our strategy aiming at avoiding signal
segmentation and segment identification. During our data
preprocessing, each audio data is converted to a 128dimensional vector by computing its Mel-scaled
spectrogram. After fixed-length processing, we input such
data into a residual convolutional neural network
(RESNET), and input age, height, weight, and other
characteristics to Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). Then we
connect the output of RESNET and MLP, and assign the
result to the fully connected layer for classification. The
loss is calculated by binary cross entropy.
Our method is applied to the 2022 George B. Moody
PhysioNet Challenge. In the cross-validation, our murmur
classification has the Accuracy of 0.872, AUROC of 0.923,
and AUPRC of 0.874. The cross-validation result of the
outcome classifier has the Accuracy of 0.637, AUROC of
0.707, and AUPRC of 0.701. The weighted accuracy of our
method in the official competition is 0.723 (higher is
better), the cost of the outcome classification is 10,692
(lower is better).

1.

Introduction

Using artificial intelligence (AI) technology to assist
diagnosis and treatment is a very good job, it can save our
medical costs, and can screen out people who are not sick
before experts make a diagnosis, so that medical resources
can be used in the best way. The AI recognition of heart
disease diagnosis is such a work, in this year's challenge is
to determine whether people have heart disease mainly
through heart sound data.
The traditional way of judging a patient based on heart
sounds requires identifying whether the heart sounds of S1,
systole, S2 and diastole are abnormal, and combining other

judgments to determine whether the patient has heart
disease, and then determining the treatment plan. However,
using this method requires professional medical personnel
and needs to accurately segment the heart sound data into
four stages of heart sounds, and the segmentation of the
segments may also cause errors due to the influence of
noise in the data.
Our team, JUST_IT_Academy1, investigated a novel
method that we process the audio data using Residual
Convolutional Neural Networks (RESNET) [1] and
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [2-3] for other features such
as age, gender, height, weight, etc., which are then
concatenated for classification. Our method is applied to
the 2022 George B. Moody PhysioNet Challenge [4].
Our approach does not need medical expert necessarily
involved, and does not require the segmentation of heart
sounds, allowing only experts in the field of machine
learning to contribute to the algorithm.

2.

Data Preprocessing

We use 60% heart sound data provided by George B.
Moody PhysioNet Challenge 2022 dataset [5-7], which has
942 patients and 3,163 recordings for training and crossvalidation. The distribution about the data set is shown in
Table 1. One may notice that both the murmur and
outcome classification are unbalanced. Heart disease is
diagnosed in 83.8% of Present Murmur patients, 63.2% of
Unknown Murmur patients and 37.8% of Normal Murmur
patients, respectively.
Table 1. Classification distribution of the dataset.
Classification
Present
Unknown
Absent
Total Outcome

Abnormal
150
43
263

Normal
29
25
432

Total Murmur
179
68
695

456

486

942

3.

a. Example of waveform amplitude.

Methods

We design a method that uses Residual Convolutional
Neural Network (RESNET) [1] to learn the characteristics
of WAV data, and design a 2-layer Multilayer Perceptron
( MLP) [2-3] to learn the characteristics of patients from
all their other features, and finally connect the outputs of
the two networks for classification. We compute its loss
using binary cross-entropy.
Since the datasets is very small for the needs of deep
neural networks [8], instead of using the standard RESNET,
we simplify the model and tune some parameters for better
performance. In each block of RESNET, we perform 3
convolution operations and perform residual computation
on the input data. The detailed descriptions are shown in
the following subsections.

3.1.

b. Mel-scaled spectrogram
Figure 1. Example of waveform Mel-spectrogram
transformation demonstration.
For the WAV audio signal of the heart sound (Figure 1
a), we converted the heart sound data to a Mel-scaled
spectrogram using Mel-spectrographic transformation,
resulting in 128-dimensional data (Figure 1 b).
Since our network input requires fixed-length data, we
truncate the converted data to a length of 128 bits, and
zero-pad data less than 128 bits to obtain 128×128 twodimensional data. Each patient in this dataset has the
feature values collected from AV, MV, PV, TV, and Phc.
The number of the patients who have all feature values
takes 0.3% of the total, which is a very less common case.
Therefore, we assign the value of 0 for patients’ empty
features, and finally construct 128×128×5 threedimensional data.
Other features include age, gender, height, weight,
pregnancy, and the mean, variance, and skew values of AV,
MV, PV, TV, and Phc. One-dimensional data of length 26
were obtained using the standard method1 provided by the
official.
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Murmur Classifier

The murmur classifier is composed by RESNET and
MLP networks. After connecting their outputs, they are
input to the full-link layer for murmur classification. This
classifier will output the probabilities of Absent, Unknown,
Present, and take the max one as its prediction result.
As shown in Figure 2, we use 3 RESNET blocks, each
RESNET Block has the same structure as the standard
version. Its output is connected with the data processed by
the 2-layer MLP through global pooling, and finally
classified as Present, Unknown and Absent through the
fully connected layer. MLP consists of 1 Dense plus Relu
layer and 1 Dense plus sigmoid layer, and we use dropout
to suppress its overfitting.
The hyperparameter settings of 3 blocks for RESNET
network and MLP network are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Hyperparameters for Murmur Classifier and
Outcome Classifier.
RESNET
Block
1
2
3
MLP
Dense
1
2
FC

Murmur Classifier

Outcome Classifier

Filters
32*32
64*64
64*64

Filters
32*32
64*64
64*64

Kernels
8*8
5*5
3*3

Kernels
8*8
5*5
3*3

Units

Units

54
4
3

54
4
2

Age, Weight,
Height
(26,)

Predicted Murmur
Probabilities
(5*3,)

Age, Weight,
Height
(26,)

RESNET

2D Conv
BatchNorm
Relu
2D Conv
BatchNorm
Relu
2D Conv
BatchNorm

RESNET Block 1

RESNET

MLP
2D Conv

RESNET Block 2

MLP

Dense 1
Relu
Dense 2
Sigmoid

Concatenate

Dropout

Dense (FC)
Sigmoid

RESNET Block 3

+
Relu
RESNET Block

Global Average
Pooling

Concatenate

Class Output

Figure 3. The outcome classifier is concatenate by
RESNET blocks and MLP and the predicted values of 5
trained murmur classifiers, then do 2 classifications.

Dense (FC)
Sigmoid

Class Output

Figure 2. The composition about Murmur classifier.

3.2.

Outcome Classifier

As shown in Figure 3, the outcome classifier also uses
simplified RESNET to process the heart sound audio
features, and use MLP network to process other features.
The structures of RESNET and MLP are the same as
Murmur Classifier. We finally concatenate the outputs of
RESNET, MLP, and the probabilities which predicted by
the previously trained murmur classifier, and input them
into the fully connected layer to classify as Abnormal and
Normal. The hyperparameters of outcome classifier are
shown in Table 2.

3.3.

The process about murmur voting selector is shown in
Figure 4. If all five predictions of the model are Absent,
then its classification is Absent. Otherwise, if one is
predicted to be Present, then the result is Present. And the
rest are treated as Unknown.

Final Decision Rule

We run the k-fold method [9] to split the dataset into 5
folders and repeat 5 times. During each operation, we take
4 folders as the training set, and take the remaining folder
as the validation set, and select the parameters which make
AUPRC achieve maximum in validation. The final
classification is chosen through the voting method.
We design two different voting selectors for murmurs
and outcomes for the final classification to reduce the
probability of genuine patients missing treatment.

Patient to be
diagnosed
All predictions are
Absent

There are any predictions
that are not Absent
Further
judgment

Absent

There are any predictions
that are Present

All other cases

Present

Unknown

Figure 4. Murmur voting selector.
The outcome classifier is based on the predictions of the
five different sets of parameters of the outcome model. If
the decisions of the two classifiers are all Present, then the
result is Present, and the others are Absent (Figure 5).
Patient to be
diagnosed
40% predicted as
Abnormal

All other cases

Abnormal

Normal

Figure 5. Outcome voting selector.

4.

Results and Discussion

Our murmur classification has the Accuracy of 0.872,
AUROC of 0.923, and AUPRC of 0.874. The outcome
classification has the Accuracy of 0.637, AUROC of 0.707,
and AUPRC of 0.701. The weighted accuracy of our
method in the official competition is 0.723 (higher is
better), the cost of the outcome classification is 10,692
(lower is better). Our model performs better in murmur
classification.
The k-fold method has a great contribution to the
stability of the result prediction. As shown in Table 3,
when we utilize the k-fold method, the murmur
classification in the official competition improves by
14.26%, and the outcome classification improves by
19.16%. And when we optimize our voting selector based
on the principle of sending people who may be sick as
much as possible to experts for confirmation, the murmur
classification and the outcome classification in the official
competition is improved by 14.22% and 21.15%,
respectively.
Table 3. After adding k-fold and the optimized voting
selector, the prototype network gets about 14%
improvement in murmur (higher is better) and about 20%
improvement in outcome (lower is better).
Murmur
Outcome
Model
weighted
Cost
accuracy
Add k-fold with optimized
0.723
10,692
voting selector
Add k-fold only
0.633
13,559
Original
0.554
16,772
RESNET is a deep neural network, the more data, the
better the accuracy. In this dataset, we design a simplified
version of RESNET combined with MLP to obtain better
results comparing with the standard RESNET (Table 4).
The number of our network parameters is 0.73 million, and
the number for the smallest RESNET18 parameters exceed
to 11.5 million. Although our proposed model uses fewer
parameters, it outperforms the standard version of
RESNET in all metrics on the competition dataset.
Table 4. Comparison of our method with standard
RESNET in murmur classification (higher is better).
Model
Accuracy
AUROC
AUPRC
Our Method
0.872
0.923
0.874
RESNET18
0.844
0.894
0.811
RESNET34
0.859
0.898
0.821
RESNET50
0.853
0.897
0.819
RESNET101
0.831
0.868
0.770

Our method does not require data segmentation, we still
need to perform preprocessing about audio information,
such as Mel-spectral transformation, energy density
transformation, etc. It would be an even bigger advance if
we could have a straightforward algorithm for audio
feature recognition like CNN [10] does for image feature
recognition without requiring image processing experts.
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